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Chapter 2341 Pretty Boy, Do You Dare To Fight Me One-On-One?(2) 

Even Uncle long couldn't hold it in anymore. Cold sweat dripped down from his forehead, and he 

couldn't help but wail in his heart. Girl, do you have to say this so ambiguously? Aren't you afraid of the 

jealous lover beside you? 

The "jealous jar" in his heart was naturally referring to the evildoer. However, to uncle Long's surprise, 

he didn't see a trace of anger on the evildoer's handsome face. This was too abnormal. 

Could it be that the jealous jar of wine had changed? Uncle long was full of doubts. 

At this moment, he heard the evildoer smile faintly and speak in a light tone,""Just kill him directly, no 

need for the trouble!" 

Ugh! He was wrong! Uncle long sighed to himself. Not only did this vinegar jar [ 1] not change, but it 

instead became even more serious! He actually wanted them to be killed directly! 

Wouldn't it be the most convenient to kill him directly? 

When the snow foxes at the entrance of the encampment heard the demon's words, their expressions 

changed again and again. Their snow-white and furry faces were like a palette. In the end, every snow 

Fox's old face turned red. However, the invisible pressure that the demon gave them was too great, so 

no one dared to talk back for a while. 

However, they were afraid of the pressure brought by the demon, but it did not mean that the snow fox 

King would be afraid. Furthermore, the snow fox King was already blinded by anger. Hence, after the 

demon finished his sentence, the snow fox King immediately roared in anger,""You detestable pretty 

boy, who do you want to kill? Hmph! If you want to kill us, why don't you first see if you have the 

ability!" 

The words 'pretty boy' made the demon's face darken instantly. Therefore, the demon did not care 

about what the snow fox King said after that. This was because these three words could determine the 

death of the snow fox King. 

Feeling the terrifying cold Qi coming from the demon, uncle long and Jiang Ning couldn't help but stay 

away from the danger zone. However, the two of them were quite impressed by the snow fox King's 

courage, but they couldn't help but sigh. This old Fox's death was coming. 

"Hehe! He's just a pretty boy!" At this time, Azure interjected. 

Upon hearing this, uncle long and Jiang Ning moved further away to avoid unnecessary trouble. They 

knew very well that the jealous man would blame the snow fox King for what he said. Therefore, the 

snow fox King was a sad character. It was destined! Even if The White Tiger King came personally, it 

would not be able to help it! 

However, the snow fox King did not sense any danger. After saying those words, it saw that the pretty 

boy did not have much reaction, and it was even more certain of the identity of the demon pretty boy. It 

looked at the demon with a faint disdain. 
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Upon seeing this, the demon squinted his Obsidian-like bright eyes and sized up the snow fox King. 

Then, he said to Leng ruoxue,""Xue 'er, leave this old fox to me!" 

"Good! However, I'm very interested in its fur, so be careful when you attack and don't hurt its fur!" 

Leng ruoxue reminded him worriedly. 

"Don't worry! I guarantee they're all internal injuries!" The demon nodded. 

The two of them conversed as if there was no one else present. Uncle long, Jiang Ning, and the snow 

foxes broke out in cold sweat as they listened. 

Internal injuries? 

Wouldn't that be more serious than an external injury? 

Uncle long and Jiang Ning suddenly felt sorry for the snow fox King. However, as the main character, the 

snow fox King didn't feel that it was in any danger. It glanced at the demon's strength and said with a 

look of disdain,""Hmph! A puny little emperor dared to speak such arrogant words! Has this King not 

walked in the divine world for too long? How come this King never knew that even the divine realm's 

divine emperors dared to provoke a godly venerable rank expert!" 

Yes! It was a reverent God. Although its strength was not the strongest in the snow fox clan, it was still 

ranked in the top three. Of course, it just happened to be in the third place. The two snow foxes ranked 

in front of it were both old and experienced figures in the snow fox clan. Those two old foxes had been 

in seclusion all this time. Therefore, it was the most powerful in the snow fox clan now. This had 

naturally cultivated its arrogant and condescending character. Except for the Hierarch of the human race 

and the Beast race who were ranked higher than it, it basically didn't care about anyone else. 

And now, a person like the evildoer who only had the strength of a divine Emperor, naturally, he would 

not enter its eyes! 

It would never have dreamed that some people's strength could not be measured just by level! It had 

lived for so long, but it had never met such a person. Therefore, with its limited vision, it naturally did 

not take the demon's words to heart. 

However, as a reverent god level beast, it would not allow itself to be provoked by a divine Emperor! 

In its eyes, the mysterious uncle Dragon was the most powerful. He was also a reverent God like it. 

However, it was impossible to tell who was stronger without a battle. As for the other three people, 

including Leng ruoxue and the rest, they were only at the divine Emperor realm. Hence, the snow fox 

King suspected that the news in the divine world had spread Leng ruoxue's name too quickly. 

Could a puny divine Emperor defeat a reverent-God? 

That's right! That Totoro must have helped her! 

The snow fox King had heard of the legend of the mysterious Totoro, but he did not know Cang's 

identity. The rime ice would naturally not be stupid enough to reveal Cang's identity to the outside 

world. Therefore, other than the four divine beast Kings, in the eyes of the other beast clans, Cang was 

at most a powerful beast. 



Now, the snow fox King had not found any trace of the Totoro. And among the four people in front of 

him, there was only one reverent-god level. Suddenly, the snow fox King was even more confident! It 

truly felt that its greatest opponent was uncle long and not Leng ruoxue and the other two. Therefore, it 

did not feel any pressure at all when it thought of taking care of the pretty boy in its eyes. 

At the thought of this, the snow fox King roared and asked,""Pretty boy, do you dare to fight me one-on-

one?" 

The demon squinted his eyes again. This was the second time this snow fox who was seeking death 

called him a pretty boy! 

Very good! Its own pace of seeking death had accelerated! It asked for this! 

"Are you sure you want to fight me one-on-one? Aren't you going to choose properly? We have four 

people!" The demon chuckled as he confirmed. 

"Of course! I only want to fight you one-on-one!" The snow fox King did not sense the impending danger 

and still spoke fearlessly. 

This was the third time! 

The demon's eyes flashed coldly. 

"King, calm down!" Suddenly, the snow fox tribe's Grand Elder softly advised. For some reason, he felt 

very uneasy. Furthermore, when he saw the man's carefree appearance, this feeling became even 

stronger! 

"Calm down, my ass! They're all being bullied by humans!" The snow fox King rebuked angrily. It was 

quite dissatisfied with its great elder's dissuasion. 

"King! This human is deliberately provoking you! Don't be fooled!" The snow fox great elder did not give 

up. However, the snow fox King was getting more and more impatient with its long-winded speech. It 

could not help but roar,""What do you know? I'm trying to protect the honor of our snow fox race. Do 

you want me to swallow my anger when I see the human in front of me provoking me?" 

Chapter 2342 Pretty Boy, Do You Dare To Fight Me One-On-One?(3) 

"Get out of my way! I want to have a one-on-one fight with this pretty boy!" The snow fox King glanced 

at the great elder and said. 

It was the fourth time! 

He secretly counted the evildoers who held grudges. 

In this short period of time, he had been called a pretty boy four times! Oh! Later, he would let the snow 

fox King enjoy his hospitality! Otherwise, he would feel sorry for the snow fox King's enthusiasm. 

"Human! You can die now!" The snow fox King pushed the great elder of the snow fox clan away and 

pounced on the demon with its anger and the might of a Supreme God ... 
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When Leng ruoxue and the rest saw this, they quickly jumped to the side to give the two of them some 

space to fight. While they were watching the battle, they did not forget to observe the reactions of the 

snow foxes from the corner of their eyes, in case they launched a sneak attack. 

However, beasts were not as cunning as humans. When the snow foxes saw that their King had started 

fighting, they all stretched out their necks to watch the battle. None of them wanted to take advantage 

of the chaos to launch a sneak attack. This also made Leng ruoxue's impression of them improve. 

It seemed that these snow foxes were not beyond saving! 

As she thought of this, Leng ruoxue's wariness towards the snow foxes also lowered slightly. 

As for the snow fox king who was in the middle of the battle, it was infuriated by the demon's slyness! 

F * ck! It could be considered an accident if it missed its target, but wasn't the number of accidents it 

had encountered a little too many? 

After the battle with the human, it had attacked at least five times, but it had not even touched the 

human's clothes. This fact made it feel irritated. 

Then, the snow fox King flashed its sharp claws, which were emitting a cold air. Like five silver threads, 

they drew an arc in the air and attacked the demon again. 

Seeing this, the demon dodged slightly without panicking. The divine power contained in the snow fox 

King's sharp claws directly hit a thick giant tree not far away, and the giant tree was cut in half. 

"Snow fox King, you didn't hit me! Good luck!" The demon reminded him with a smile. The snow fox 

King, who was already angry, became even angrier after hearing these provocative words. Its attacks 

became even more violent. However, the evildoer kept dodging and had no intention of fighting back. 

Even so, it did not take long for the huge snow fox King to be so tired that it was gasping for breath. 

"Snow fox King! You lack too much exercise. It's only been a while, but look at how you're panting. " The 

demon saw that the snow fox King's attack was not as powerful as before and continued to provoke it. 

"F * ck! Human pretty boy, I won't let you off!" As expected, the snow fox King still needed some 

stimulation. After being provoked by the demon, its anger immediately continued to increase. 

The attacks instantly became fierce again, while evildoer continued to Dodge nimbly. 

"Xue 'er, is he planning to exhaust the snow fox King to death?" Upon seeing the evildoer's actions, 

uncle long came to Leng ruoxue's side and asked with a puzzled expression. Seeing this, Jiang Ning also 

came over, his face filled with questions. 

Ugh! Leng ruoxue did not know how to answer such a question. Could she say that the demon was 

training the snow fox King? 

She guessed that even if she said that, uncle long and Jiang Ning would not believe her. 

At this time, Azure smiled and said,""It's good to let that old fox be tired. After living for so long, the 

meat has long been old and not delicious. Exercise more and the meat will be more delicious!" 



It was rare for it to speak up for the demon. 

"..." Uncle long and Jiang Ning fell silent. 

Eat the snow fox King? 

This ... This wasn't very good, right? 

Although the two of them weren't kind little white flower goddesses, they still didn't dare to 

compliment Cang's thoughts. However, they firmly believed that Cang was just saying it. 

All of a sudden, out of the corner of his eye, uncle long saw the sneaky and mysterious great elder of the 

snow fox Tribe. Seeing that old fox looking around with a constipated expression on his face, uncle long 

instantly put his guard up again. 

What was this old thing doing? 

Hmph! If anyone dared to launch a sneak attack, he would be the first to attack! 

However, the snow fox tribe's great elder looked around for a while and then looked at Leng ruoxue and 

the others with a calm expression. When he saw that they were not looking at him, he quickly turned 

around and ran back into the tribe. 

"Xue 'er, the snow fox tribe's great elder is running back." Uncle long reminded him in a low voice. 

"Well, it probably went to call for help. It's okay, just ignore it!" Leng ruoxue was very calm. Her 

beautiful eyes were still on the demon and the snow fox King. 

The poor snow fox King, with its two-meter-long body, was on the verge of collapse as it walked. Its legs 

began to tremble. Although it was not injured at the moment, its fur was covered with sweat. Its fur was 

sticky and its breathing was heavier. It was obvious that it was exhausted. 

Leng ruoxue felt a little sympathy for this fatty who didn't seem to exercise much. However, she 

believed that the snow fox King would be able to lose weight successfully after being trained by the 

demon a few more times! But he didn't know if it would have such an opportunity again. 

After a long time. 

The snow fox King could no longer attack! He was so tired that he collapsed on the ground, gasping for 

breath, and his eyes were a little unfocused. 

It was obvious that the snow fox King wanted to rest. This time, it was so tired that it did not have the 

time to be angry. However, the demon did not want to let the snow fox King off so easily. 

The demon came to the snow fox King's side, raised his foot, and kicked the snow fox King's huge body a 

few times. Two big footprints were left on the snow fox King's snow-white fur that was stuck together 

into a bun. The snow fox King was immediately invigorated by the kick. 

However, it only glared at the demon. Not only did it not make a sound, but it also did not have the 

intention to stand up and continue attacking. This made the demon feel a sense of accomplishment, and 

it bullied the snow fox King even more without any scruples. 



Unfortunately, no matter how hard the demon kicked the snow fox King, the snow fox King did not seem 

to care. Of course, it was not that the snow fox King did not want to be angry, but it had no strength left! 

It was as if all the strength in its body had been sucked dry. It could not even lift its arms and legs. 

Otherwise, with its pride as the snow fox King and a reverent God, how could it allow a puny human to 

be so presumptuous? 

The demon kicked the snow fox King's body for a while. He was very, very dissatisfied that his efforts 

were in vain. Suddenly, he turned his head and looked at the snow foxes behind him. 

The snow foxes were caught off guard by his gaze, and the timid ones immediately shivered. However, 

most of the snow foxes revealed wary gazes. 

At this moment, the demon randomly pointed at a snow fox and said,""You, go get me some cold 

water!" 

When the unfortunate snow fox that was named by him heard these words, it was in a daze and was at 

a loss. It did not know how to react. 

Seeing this, the demon could only put on a straight face and deliberately released his own 

pressure.""Did you not hear what I said? Hurry up and go!" 

In an instant! The snow Fox's face turned pale. Then, it turned around and ran away as if a ghost was 

chasing after it. 

When Leng ruoxue saw this, she couldn't help but laugh in her heart. Even though she didn't know what 

the demon was up to, she knew that he would never do anything good! 

Not long after, the obedient and cowardly snow fox returned. After throwing a wooden bucket to the 

demon, it ran back to the clan and refused to come out. 

The demon looked at the wooden bucket full of water in front of him. 

It was called a wooden bucket, but that was only relative to the snow fox. The water bucket was not 

small, it was almost as tall as an adult. The water inside was also full, and there was a thin layer of ice on 

it. The demon was very satisfied with this. 

Then, Leng ruoxue and the rest of the snow foxes saw the demon gently lift the wooden bucket over his 

head and pour it down on the snow fox King's Head ... 

In the blink of an eye, the snow fox King had become a fallen chicken, the one that was shivering in the 

cold. 

This water was the snow water from longevity mountain. The temperature was extremely low. Even if 

the snow foxes were not afraid of the cold, they did not like such cold water. Moreover, the water had 

been poured on their bodies. One could naturally imagine the bone-chilling cold. 

However, what made the snow foxes feel incredulous was that their King was turning into a transparent 

ice sculpture in front of them. They could even see that the snow fox King inside the ice sculpture was 

clenching its claws into a fist in anger and pounding on the transparent ice wall. 



This scene made all the snow foxes present completely dumbfounded. 

Uncle long and Jiang Ning were also in disbelief. Was the temperature really that low? The two of them 

were deeply suspicious. However, when they saw Leng ruoxue's calm expression, they knew in their 

hearts that it was most likely this girl's doing. 

However, they had definitely wronged Leng ruoxue this time. 

Because the one who did this wasn't her, but Cang who wanted the world to be in chaos! 

When evildoer had poured the water on the snow fox King, Azure had secretly used the freezing 

technique to freeze the snow fox King! 

Other than Leng ruoxue, the only other person who knew about this matter was the demon. However, 

the evildoer would not be grateful to it. On the contrary, he felt that the annoying fellow was being a 

busybody! 

Originally! He was having fun with the snow fox King, but that damn cat had to come and interfere. If 

this was during a battle, it would have stolen his monster! Of course, he would not be happy. 

Evildoer silently turned his head and glared at cold. Cold returned him a bright smile and even showed a 

provocative look. The expression on his face seemed to say,'I'm going to interfere. What can you do to 

me?' 

The demon was filled with hatred. 

At this moment, an angry roar sounded in everyone's ears,""Who has the guts to cause trouble in our 

snow fox clan?" 

Chapter 2343 It's Scary To Be Uncultured (1) 

When they heard this voice, Leng ruoxue and the rest exchanged glances with one another. Their 

expressions were extremely calm. 

At this moment, two huge figures descended from the sky. Behind them, the snow fox tribe's great elder 

ran back from his tribe, panting heavily. 

Leng ruoxue lifted her beautiful eyes and glanced at the two obstacles that blocked most of the sunlight. 

These were two huge snow foxes, twice the size of the snow fox King. After they appeared, the snow 

foxes present seemed to heave a sigh of relief. The snow fox King, which had been frozen into an ice 

sculpture, struggled even more in the ice. 

Leng ruoxue looked at the two of them, then glanced at the snow fox King. She then said 

indifferently,""What's your name?" 

What's your name? 

The two snow foxes who had suddenly arrived were stunned, their faces full of question marks. 

Did this mean that their surnames were very expensive? 
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The two that had never gone to school were literate, but that was only because of their race's heritage. 

Basically, the two of them were semi-illiterates. In addition, they had been in closed-door cultivation for 

many years, so they had no idea what Leng ruoxue's literary words meant. 

Seeing that the two big fellows were in a daze, Leng ruoxue, who did not know the truth, was a little 

angry. Even though she did not know who these two were from the snow fox Tribe, these two fellows 

were too rude, weren't they? Not only did he not answer her question, but he also had a blank look on 

his face. Were her words that difficult to understand? 

"Our surnames are not expensive!" After a long while, one of the snow foxes finally gave him face and 

spoke. 

However, the moment it opened its mouth, Leng ruoxue's mind was thrown into chaos! 

AI! It was terrible to be uncultured! 

Alright! She knew that she had wronged the two snow foxes. It was not that they were rude, but that 

they did not understand what she meant. 

However, not all Beastie were uncultured. Uncle long, for example, had a lot of knowledge. He 

understood Leng ruoxue's meaning very well. Hence, when he heard the huge snow Fox's sincere words, 

he held back his laughter until his intestines hurt! 

It wasn't that he didn't want to laugh, but he was afraid of hurting the two snow foxes 'self-esteem 

when he saw how silly they were. As for Jiang Ning, he was also trying his best to hold back his laughter. 

His face was red from trying to hold it in. 

"I know that your surnames are not expensive. What are your names?" Leng ruoxue was very kind and 

did not laugh at the two snow foxes. Instead, she asked in a more direct manner. 

"The snow bridge!" 

"Xue yuan." 

The two snow foxes said one after another. 

A sled and a Snow book? What a unique name! 

Leng ruoxue couldn't help but let her imagination run wild. However, the expression on her face was 

extremely calm. She then praised,""It's a good name," 

When the two snow foxes heard her words, their proud tails were about to be raised. One of them even 

smiled at Leng ruoxue and said,""Nice, right? We came up with this name ourselves!" 

"Nice!" Leng ruoxue was very cooperative. 

Hearing their conversation, the snow foxes could no longer remain calm. 

Was this the main point? Why did it sound like they were just having a casual conversation? They were 

enemies, right? 



However, ever since their two ancestors, who had not shown their faces for a long time, appeared, the 

battle that they had been anticipating did not happen at all. Instead, they saw their own ancestor 

chatting with Leng ruoxue, who had come to cause trouble, as if nothing had happened. This was 

something that they could not accept for a moment. 

However, Leng ruoxue's thoughts were different from theirs. 

Based on Leng ruoxue's lazy thinking, it would be best if she could lure these two powerful 

reinforcements from the snow fox Tribe to her side without using force. It was precisely because of this 

thought that Leng ruoxue was unusually cooperative with their words. She did not even want to remind 

them that they were enemies now! 

Moreover, it was quite interesting to see the snow foxes present being so anxious, but not daring to 

interrupt. 

Unlike the snow foxes present, the two ancestor-level figures of the snow fox Tribe had a very good 

impression of Leng ruoxue when they saw how kind and considerate she was. Hence, after a simple chat 

with her, the two snow foxes looked at Leng ruoxue as if they were looking at their own juniors with 

warmth and affection. 

Of course, they didn't forget their purpose for coming out. However, the first elder, who was so anxious 

that he was jumping up and down, was ignored by them. 

After getting close to Leng ruoxue for a while, the snow fox who called himself Xue ran took the 

initiative to ask,""Little girl, do you have any enmity with our snow fox Tribe?" 

Xue ran's words were extremely normal, as if she was asking,'have you eaten today?' Their tone was 

also very gentle, not at all like when they had just come out. 

"How should I put it? this matter is very complicated. I can't explain it in a few words." Leng ruoxue said 

after some thought. She would not believe it if someone were to say that she had no enmity with the 

snow fox Tribe. However, if someone were to say that she had a deep grudge against the snow fox 

Tribe? It seemed that the hatred between them was not that deep. In short, she and the snow fox Tribe 

were enemies, at least for now! 

Furthermore, the snow fox Tribe was The White Tiger tribe's accomplice, and The White Tiger Tribe was 

the fog Phoenix's accomplice. If this was the case, the enmity between the snow fox Tribe and her 

seemed to be huge! 

"If you can't explain it in a few words, then let's take our time. We have plenty of time." Xue ran said 

with a smile. Her attitude was so kind that all the snow foxes present had looks of disbelief on their 

faces. 

Was this the ancestor they knew? 

The snow foxes blinked their eyes pitifully, with tears in their eyes. Today, this ancestor's gentleness 

surprised them too much! 

It must be known that the ancestor of the snow Phoenix tribe had always been very strict with the 

younger generation of the tribe. It was almost impossible to gain its favor. Moreover, it was not that the 



young snow foxes in the tribe had not tried to please it, but it did not like any of them. Those young 

snow foxes were all punished by it without exception. But today, what did they see? 

The fact that the great ancestor Xue ran was so kind to a human, and a human who came to the snow 

fox Tribe to cause trouble, made all the snow foxes present extremely sad and angry. 

Wuu ... How did this happen? 

This was really bullying a Fox! 

Leng ruoxue could accurately capture the snow foxes 'low spirits. She smiled and said,""If we talk about 

it slowly, I'm afraid it'll take several days and nights!" 

"It's okay. I'll order people to prepare food. You can tell us slowly. If it's really our snow fox tribe's fault, 

I'll definitely order these little fox cubs to apologize to you." Xue Mu suggested. 

Upon hearing this, the snow foxes present were so depressed that they wanted to bang their heads 

against the wall. They couldn't help but wail in the depths of their hearts. Old ancestor, don't be such a 

traitor! 

Unfortunately, Xue ran couldn't hear their inner thoughts. Even if she could, she would be ignored. 

Following that, Xue ran and Xue Qiao warmly invited Leng ruoxue and the rest into the snow fox Tribe 

for a chat. When Leng ruoxue heard this, she nodded on behalf of the rest. Then, she followed the two 

old snow foxes and swaggered into the snow fox Tribe. 

Chapter 2344 It's Scary To Be Uncivilized (2) 

When the demon and the rest saw this, they did not even look at the other snow foxes and followed 

closely behind. As for the snow fox King that was frozen into an ice sculpture, they deliberately ignored 

it. 

When the little snow fox saw this, she couldn't help but exclaim in her heart. These people were really 

bold! They really dared to enter! 

At this moment, many snow foxes were thinking to themselves,'could this be the two ancestors' plan to 

lure the enemy?' Otherwise, why would they invite these humans who were trying to destroy the venue 

in? Such a thought roused the spirits of some snow foxes. They continued to imagine that if that was the 

case, those humans would be in for a bad time! 

For a moment, the snow foxes who wanted to see Leng ruoxue and the others make a fool of 

themselves were filled with anticipation. 

However, after Xue Qiao and Xue ran invited Leng ruoxue and the others into the snow fox clan, not 

only did they not immediately cause trouble like some of the snow foxes had expected, they even got 

the other snow foxes to arrange rooms for them. They also instructed the snow foxes to treat them as 

distinguished guests and to be on call. After that, he let Leng ruoxue and the others rest for a day. If 

there was anything, they could talk about it tomorrow. 

After making arrangements for Leng ruoxue and the rest's accommodation, Xue Qiao and Xue ran left 

the place where they were staying. 
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As soon as they left, Jiang Ning sat down on a chair in the living room and said in disbelief,""This ... This 

is too much of a joke, right? Aren't we here to cause a scene? Why was he temporarily staying in the 

snow fox Tribe instead? Xue 'er, what do you want? Aren't you afraid that they'll lure us in and catch us 

like turtles in a jar? Where do we escape to?" 

"Since we're here, we'll take things as they come. What's there to be afraid of? Don't tell me you're 

afraid of a few snow foxes?" Leng ruoxue raised her eyebrows and smiled. 

"Uh! "I'm not afraid, but I think it's too troublesome. Besides, the two ancestors of the snow fox Tribe 

are very powerful ..." Jiang Ning said. However, before he could finish, he was interrupted by uncle long. 

"Those two old snow foxes, senior Cang can deal with them himself, Xue 'er can also deal with them!" 

Uncle long said confidently. 

"Alright! I'm just worrying for nothing!" After hearing uncle Long's words, Jiang Ning couldn't help but 

wipe the cold sweat off his forehead. Was he being too careful? Why was he the only one feeling 

nervous? The other people's hearts seemed to be able to withstand more than his! 

Sob ... Jiang Ning was so depressed that he wanted to cry! 

They were all strong people! He was the weakest! Jiang Ning was filled with grief and indignation. The 

way he looked at Leng ruoxue and the others was filled with resentment, as if they had done something 

wrong to him. 

Seeing this, uncle long patted Jiang Ning's head like a puppy and consoled him,""Don't be afraid, uncle 

long will protect you!" 

"Uncle long, you're the best! They're all heartless!" Hearing this, Jiang Ning was moved to tears. Uncle 

long was such a warm-hearted man! 

"We're all heartless?" Leng ruoxue asked with a half-smile. 

"Argh! It wasn 't! How can you be so heartless! You guys are the kindest people in the divine realm! I've 

lived for so long, but I've never seen anyone more kind than you!" Under Leng ruoxue's tyrannical 

abuse, tears welled up in Jiang Ning's eyes as he pitifully surrendered. 

"You're tactful!" Leng ruoxue laughed. Actually, she was just teasing Jiang Ning. Who asked her to be so 

bored? 

"Oh right, we seem to have left the snow fox King outside." Leng ruoxue suddenly recalled a certain 

pitiful Beastie that had been frozen into an ice sculpture. She had been completely forgotten by them. 

"It's fine. Don't worry about it. The snow fox Tribe will send someone to deal with it!" When the demon 

heard this, he said indifferently. 

Deal with it? 

Jiang Ning was speechless. Then, he asked worriedly,"That ... Will the snow fox Tribe release that idiot 

from the ice? If that's the case, we'll have worked for nothing!" 

"Don't worry, they won't be able to melt that ice!" When Azure heard this, he confidently guaranteed. 



"Uh! How did you know? Could it be that you were the one who made the ice?" Jiang Ning speculated. 

"Hehe! You're right, but there's no reward. " Azure laughed proudly. 

Upon hearing this, uncle long and Jiang Ning were dumbfounded. They thought it was Leng ruoxue who 

did it! So it was Cang! 

At this moment, Leng ruoxue put on a 'you guys have wronged me!' Look. . Uncle long and Jiang Ning 

were embarrassed. They found an excuse and left the living room. 

The next morning. 

Just as Leng ruoxue and the rest left the room, the snow fox tribe's attendants who were in charge of 

serving them had already prepared breakfast. However, the food they prepared was mostly fruits and 

was not to their taste. However, Leng ruoxue and the rest were embarrassed to reject the snow foxes 

'kind intentions and reluctantly ate some before letting the snow fox attendants take the food away. 

When the servants in charge of serving Leng ruoxue and the others heard the order for them to leave, it 

was as if they had heard the sound of nature. They packed up their things and left Leng ruoxue and the 

others 'residence as if they were running for their lives. 

Seeing that the snow foxes had disappeared in an instant, Jiang Ning couldn't help but tease,""Xue 'er, 

you're still the most intimidating one! When these snow foxes see you, they are like mice seeing a cat. " 

"How can you be so sure that I scared them away?" Leng ruoxue asked after hearing Jiang Ning's words. 

"Who else could it be if not you? It's definitely not me. " Jiang Ning said matter-of-factly. 

"It's possible for everyone here, including you. Don't forget, you're The Alchemist Guild's Vice President, 

the person all humans and beasts have to curry favor with, it would be strange if they're not afraid of 

you!" Leng ruoxue explained with a smile. 

"Uh!" Leng ruoxue's words made Jiang Ning speechless. This girl was getting more and more into making 

things up! What was even more infuriating was that sometimes, everyone clearly knew that Leng ruoxue 

was lying through her teeth, but they still echoed her. 

Of course, he was one of those people! This was also something that made him very depressed! 

However, he did not feel depressed for long. After receiving the report from the snow foxes that Leng 

ruoxue and the rest had already had their breakfast, Xue Qiao and Xue ran came to their residence 

together. 

Then, the two snow foxes invited them to the meeting hall of the snow fox Tribe and explained in detail 

why they had come to the snow fox Tribe to cause trouble and what kind of enmity there was between 

the two families. 

Leng ruoxue and the rest went forward happily. 

When they arrived at the snow fox clan's Assembly Hall, Leng ruoxue and the rest had just sat down 

when they saw the frozen snow fox King being carried into the assembly hall by a few snow foxes. 



When Xue ran saw the snow fox King, she smiled and said to Leng ruoxue and the rest,""Let our snow 

fox King listen too." 

She was very observant and did not directly request Leng ruoxue and the rest to unfreeze the snow fox 

King. Hence, its little thoughts naturally did not arouse Leng ruoxue and the rest's resentment. 

Furthermore, no one requested for them to unfreeze the snow fox King, and they would not rush it 

either. Leng ruoxue even maliciously felt that it was better for the snow fox King to be frozen, in case it 

was driven to desperation. 

"Alright!" Leng ruoxue nodded. Then, she moved Snow Shadow out of her bracelet. 

Chapter 2345 It's Scary To Be Uncultured (3) 

Although Xue Ying was in the bracelet, he was very clear about everything that was happening outside. 

When he saw the two ancestors of the snow fox Tribe sitting in the upper seats, Xue Ying politely 

saluted them and said,""Old ancestor, I am Xue Ying." 

"Snow Shadow? Little snow Shadow? Hehe! I haven't seen you for so many years, and you've grown so 

big!" When Xue ran first heard this name, she was stunned for a moment. Then, she realized that this 

was the little fellow that she used to like very much. But why was it with this human girl? 

Last night, after asking the juniors in the clan, it had already found out Leng ruoxue's identity. Because 

of this, it had even sighed and moaned with the snow bridge for an entire night. 

Today, it had seen Xue Ying again, so the doubts in its heart were getting deeper and deeper. 

Could it be that something big had happened in the clan while he and the snow bridge were in 

seclusion? 

Xue ran was very uneasy. 

More than 100000 years ago, the internal war of the snow fox Tribe had caused it to feel quite sad. At 

that time, it and the snow bridge were in seclusion. By the time they knew about that matter and came 

out of seclusion, the matter had already been settled. Even if the two of them wanted to turn the tide, it 

was too late. The King of the Snow fox Tribe had died before they came out. That was the only purple-

eyed snow Fox in the Snow fox Tribe for hundreds of thousands of years. He had been harmed by some 

greedy and ambitious tribesmen. 

However, the back of one's hand was still meat. The king had already passed away. At that time, the 

snow fox Tribe had basically undergone a major bloodline change. The elders were almost all the trusted 

aides of the current snow fox King. For the stability of the Fox Tribe, the two of them had no choice but 

to agree to the succession of the current snow fox King. However, from that time on, they rarely shut 

themselves in. 

Moreover, in order to prevent the snow fox King from monopolizing the power, the two of them had 

played many tricks in the elders Guild. After tens of thousands of years of operation, there were many of 

their trusted aides in the elders Guild, and the power of the snow fox King had been reduced by a lot. 
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However, they were of the same race. As long as the snow fox King was loyal to the Fox race, the two of 

them would not do anything to the snow fox King. Therefore, the snow fox King had kept a low profile 

for a while. 

After a long time of planning and observation, they confirmed that the snow fox King had done his best 

for the Fox Tribe. For the sake of their own strength, the two of them continued to cultivate in seclusion. 

It had only been about ten thousand years since then. They felt that the snow fox King would not do 

anything bad in such a short time. But now that she saw Xue Ying, Xue ran suddenly became worried. 

Without batting an eyelid, she turned to look at the snow fox great elder. Seeing the great elder shake 

his head at her, Xue ran's heart immediately sank. Could something have really happened? And the 

great elder actually didn't know? 

The great elder of the snow fox Tribe was the junior who was fully supported by Xue ran and Xue Qiao. 

He was also responsible for monitoring the Fox King's every move. If he found anything amiss with the 

Fox King, he would immediately report it to them. However, over the years, this great elder had rarely 

reported to them. Therefore, the two of them had always thought that the Fox Tribe was peaceful and 

that the snow fox King was very obedient. 

However, at this moment, Xue ran wasn't too sure. 

Or could it be that the great elder had also been bribed by the snow fox King? Helped it hide from him? 

Xue ran's eyes turned sharp as she looked at the snow fox tribe's Grand Elder. 

When first elder saw this, he felt wronged! 

Although it knew that it did not report everything about the snow fox King to the two ancestors, it could 

guarantee that what it did not say was insignificant. At least, it would not affect the safety of the clan. 

More importantly, the snow fox King was very wary of it. It would only discuss many things with its 

confidants and would not tell it anything at all. Moreover, its strength was not as good as the snow fox 

King. Therefore, it was very hard for it to monitor the snow fox King. 

In addition, although it occupied the position of the great elder of the elders Council and the snow fox 

King had given it enough respect in the tribe, it knew that in the eyes of the snow fox King, it was just a 

decoration, a decoration that could allow the snow fox King to deal with its ancestor. In addition, in the 

eyes of the snow fox King, it might not even be as important as an ordinary tribe member. 

This was also the sorrow of the great elder. But now, not only did the old ancestor not understand him, 

but he even doubted him. This made him feel very wronged. As he thought about it, this old Fox's eyes 

blinked with tears, as if he was about to cry. 

However, at this time, Xue ran couldn't care about vindicating it. She glanced at Xue Ying and 

continued,""Little Xueying, why are you with this little girl?" 

"Xue 'er is my Savior." Xue Ying said in an unusually calm manner. 

"Eh? What happened?" Xue ran quickly asked. 



"A few years ago, I was hunted down by the snow fox King and almost died. If it wasn't for Xue 'er who 

saved me, I'm afraid that I would never be able to return to the tribe in this life. I would also die with my 

eyes open!" Xue Ying glanced at the frozen snow fox King and continued. 

"What's going on?" Upon hearing this, Xue ran was furious! 

Was the snow fox King's old habit back? Why did it like to attack its clansmen so much? When they killed 

the previous snow fox King, they had already let it go. Who would have thought that they would return 

to their old ways and kill ordinary tribesmen! This was preposterous! 

Xue ran was extremely angry. The way she looked at the great elder of the snow fox Tribe became more 

and more unfriendly. However, when she saw that the great elder was also shocked, she felt a little 

better. 

First elder shouldn't know about this either, right? 

However, as the Grand Elder of the snow fox Tribe, something had actually happened that it did not 

know about. Wasn't it a little too negligent as a Grand Elder? As it thought about this, its gaze became 

sharp again. 

"First elder, what do you have to say about this?" Xue ran coldly questioned the Grand Elder. 

The great elder's face paled as he hurriedly knelt down and said,""Ancestor, I'm not too sure about this." 

"You're not sure? Aren't you the great elder of the snow fox Tribe? You don't even know about such a 

big thing? Or could it be that the snow fox King could kill his own tribesmen without the consent of the 

elder Council?" Xue ran's words were absolutely contradictory, but it had to ask this. The scene today 

reminded it of hundreds of thousands of years ago, when the current snow fox King wanted to usurp the 

throne, most of the elders in the elder Council agreed because they had been bribed! 

However, after tens of thousands of years of hard work, after it and the snow bridge used various 

excuses to deal with the elders who betrayed the previous snow fox King, it did not believe that the 

current snow fox King could still control the elders. If that was the case, wouldn't all their years of hard 

work be in vain? 

It did not believe that the fruits of its hard work and the snow bridge's labor would be wasted by these 

useless juniors. Moreover, before they went into seclusion, they had emphasized that they must not let 

the snow fox King harm their tribesmen! 

However, they did not expect that after the snow fox Tribe had calmed down, something like this would 

happen to them. How could Xue ran and Xue Qiao not be angry? 

"Forefather ... The elder Council doesn't know about this at all." The snow fox tribe's head elder said 

with a wronged expression. 

"You don't know? Then what does your Elder Council do?" Xue ran became even angrier after hearing 

the great elder's words. However, she believed that the great elder wasn't lying, because many of the 

elders present had a confused expression on their faces after hearing Xue Ying's words. However, some 

of them clearly had a guilty conscience. 



"You ... Tell me. You don't know either?" Xue ran suddenly pointed at an elder who was about to lower 

his head. 

"Old, old ancestor, I, I don't know either." The elder who was called stuttered. 

You don't know? Xue ran narrowed her eyes and glared at the elder with an unfriendly look. Did he think 

she was a three-year-old child? Was it that easy to fool? did it think that it could get away with it by 

saying that it didn't know? 

Xue ran was very angry! 

Seeing this, Leng ruoxue stood up with a sweet smile and walked to Xue ran's side. She said 

indifferently,""Senior xue yuan, there's no need to go through the trouble of asking them one by one. I 

have a pill that can make them tell the truth after eating it. Would senior like to try it?" 

Leng ruoxue was like a grandmother Wolf who was trying to seduce Little Red Riding Hood. As for Little 

Red Riding Hood, elder xuemo was really interested when she heard that. She said with certainty,""Is 

there really such a pill?" 

Xue ran blinked her clear and beautiful eyes. She looked extremely pure and innocent, more like a giant 

plush toy. Leng ruoxue had to endure it again and again. Otherwise, she would have touched her. 

It was too cute! Leng ruoxue looked at Xue ran, who was acting cute. Her beautiful eyes emitted an 

eerie green light like a Wolf 's, but she still held it in. It really wasn't easy! 

"There are! I have all kinds of pills. There's nothing you can't think of, but there's nothing I can't make!" 

Leng ruoxue said without any exaggeration. However, the snow foxes present did not really believe her 

words. This was because even the most powerful Alchemist would not dare to say such big words. 

"Then give me a few!" Xue ran asked curiously, but she quickly changed her words,"No, just give me 

more!" 

After saying that, its beautiful eyes swept across the elders again, causing the hearts of the elders to 

tremble in fear. This was because the elders truly felt that no matter how they looked at it, the old 

ancestor seemed to be counting how many elders needed to eat such a pill. 

Leng ruoxue was very generous. She immediately took out a white jade porcelain bottle and stuffed it 

into Xue ran's hands. She smiled and said,""Take it and play! It's very effective. " After she finished 

speaking, she sat back in her original position and prepared to watch the show. 

However, when Xue ran heard Leng ruoxue's words, she really wanted to tell her that she didn't want to 

play! However, it also felt a little lacking in confidence, because it was indeed a little excited in its heart. 

After lightly coughing a few times, xue yuan put on a serious expression and opened the bottle's 

stopper, taking out a pitch-black medicinal pill. She said to the elder she had previously called out,"Eat 

this pill!" 

Chapter 2346 Real Or Fake Medicinal Effects (1) 

The elder's legs turned to jelly and his face turned ashen. 
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This ... Could it not eat it? 

Looking at that pitch-black pill that didn't look like anything good, and was indeed not anything good, 

the unlucky elder who had been called out felt his little heart begin to tremble. 

Wu...Spare him! 

He really didn't want to eat this! Who knew what would happen if he ate it! The main thing was that if 

the elixir was effective and caused it to say something it shouldn't have, the snow fox King wouldn't be 

able to protect it, and the snow fox King might not even be able to protect itself. Therefore, this timid 

elder was so depressed and conflicted that he wanted to bang his head against a wall. 

W-why don't I play dead? 

An elder who felt that he couldn't avoid it thought for a moment. Then, the crowd and the Foxes 

watched helplessly as the elder, who was about to be forced to take the pill with unknown effects, fell 

unconscious with his eyes rolled back. 

“……” 

At that moment, the snow fox Tribe elders shot disdainful glances at the unlucky elder who had fainted. 

There was not a single trace of sympathy in their eyes. 

This is really too embarrassing, don't you think? 

However, after such a thing happened, the hearts of all the snow fox elders trembled. Although this old 

thing had fainted, looking at the old ancestor's appearance, it seemed that he would not let them get 

away with it so easily. Therefore, it was possible that the other elders would also be in trouble. 

This fact caused the snow fox Tribe elders to tremble in fear. 

Even though not all the snow fox elders felt guilty, when faced with the pill that could possibly make all 

the Foxes speak the truth, even the snow fox elders who did not feel guilty felt a little fearful. 

Regardless of whether the effects of the pill were real or fake. 

What if it was a fake medicine and the effects were not as good as Leng ruoxue had described? if that 

was the case, it would not be a big deal even if they ate it. 

What was scary was that the pill was real and the effects were as good as Leng ruoxue had said. It could 

cost a Fox's life! 

All the snow fox Tribe elders present had lived for many years. No one could guarantee that they did not 

have any secrets that they did not want others to know about. Therefore, even the snow fox elders, who 

followed the two ancestors 'lead, were worried that the two ancestors would also give them this 

medicinal pill in a fit of anger. If they were to say something like that, you all know what to do! At that 

time, they would definitely ... 

When the elders thought of this, they all shivered at the same time. When they glanced at Leng ruoxue 

from the corner of their eyes, they also revealed an endless amount of resentment. However, Leng 



ruoxue, who had an extremely strong mental fortitude, naturally would not feel guilty just because of a 

few resentful looks! 

In reality, she could not wait to see the snow fox tribe's elders make a scene! This way, after Mei Zhen 

became the King of the Snow fox race, these old fogeys wouldn't dare to take advantage of their 

seniority! 

It was a pity that the elders of the snow fox Tribe did not understand Leng ruoxue's intentions. 

Otherwise, they would be even more depressed! 

Because this method of making them honest was really too hateful! 

Furthermore, if they knew Leng ruoxue's thoughts, they might even try to curry favor with her to avoid 

taking the medicine! But now, all they could do was to wait for the next unlucky fellow to come. 

At this moment, the snow fox elders naturally hoped that they would not be the next unlucky fellow. 

As long as it wasn't them, they didn't care who was unlucky! 

From this, it could be seen that the snow fox Tribe gave people a feeling of unity on the outside, but in 

fact, they were not that airtight on the inside, and it was impossible for people to take advantage of 

loopholes. 

At the very least, Leng ruoxue had taken advantage of this loophole. 

"You're really useless!" At this moment, Xue ran, who had been in a daze for a long time after seeing the 

elder it had pointed out faint, also came back to its senses. After it came back to its senses, it began to 

curse in a resentful manner. 

"Senior xue yuan, do you need my help to wake this elder up?" Leng ruoxue suggested with a smile 

when she saw how angry Xue ran was. 

"You have a way?" After hearing Leng ruoxue's words, Xue ran's eyes lit up. 

It could kill anyone, but it really didn't have the ability to save people! While the other elders had a 

pitiful look on their faces and did not dare to speak, Leng ruoxue, who had the courage to speak up and 

take responsibility, naturally won Xue MU's favor. Hence, the way it looked at Leng ruoxue became 

gentler. 

"En, but my method is a bit ... I just don't know if senior Xue ran would be willing to do it." Leng ruoxue 

laughed in embarrassment and even lowered her head in feigned shyness. The snow fox elders who 

were present could not help but sigh in their hearts. 

"You bastard!" You're shy? He was too shameless! No matter how they looked at it, Leng ruoxue didn't 

seem like someone who would be shy. The snow fox elders looked at him in disdain. 

There's still that? Which what is it? 

Although the snow fox elders did not understand the meaning behind Leng ruoxue's words, based on 

their simple understanding of this human, they believed that the thing that this fellow was talking about 

was definitely not as simple as it seemed. 



Uh ... All the snow fox elders shuddered again. 

Well ... Don't humans have a saying,"don't you want to die?" Therefore, at this moment, all the snow fox 

elders were disloyal and hoped that their ancestor would agree to Leng ruoxue's idea. Otherwise, the 

next unlucky fellow might appear among them! This was something that none of the snow fox elders 

wanted to see. 

At this moment, all the snow fox elders were thinking that as long as they were not the unlucky ones, 

they could not care less about the others! 

However, after Leng ruoxue had finished speaking, xue yuan did not say a word. This caused the hearts 

of the snow fox elders, who were eager for their great ancestor to agree to Leng ruoxue's request, to 

palpitate. For a moment, the eyes of the snow fox elders all gathered on xue yuan. Although they had 

tried their best to hide their thoughts, the flash of anticipation in their eyes still hurt xue yuan's eyes. 

When did the snow fox Tribe fall to such a state? 

Xue ran's heart ached! 

Although it had been summoned by the great elder the day before, it had understood the current 

situation of the snow fox Tribe in just one night. 

The current snow fox Tribe was unstable. The collective sense of honor and belonging of the younger 

generation was not strong enough. It could tolerate all these because in its eyes, they were all children. 

Through education, it could increase their sense of belonging to the tribe and strengthen their 

motivation! 

But what it did not expect was that these important elders of the snow fox Tribe were also like this! This 

really made it very disappointed! 

The snow fox was extremely disappointed and blamed itself. It felt that it had not fulfilled its duty as an 

ancestor. If it and the snow bridge had not allowed the snow fox King to manage the snow fox Tribe 

after they had felt that the snow fox Tribe was stable, the snow fox Tribe would not have been what it 

was today. 

Chapter 2347 Real Or Fake Medicinal Effects (2) 

Xue ran, who was uncultured, didn't know that there was a saying among humans,'a Crooked Stick will 

have a crooked shadow'! Therefore, it had placed all the responsibility on itself and the snow bridge. 

However, in fact, after the snow fox Tribe had a new king, what kind of excellent offspring could the 

current snow fox King, who had evil intentions, produce? 

As the saying goes,"follow the example". With the current snow fox King's character, those little snow 

foxes who idolized the snow fox King would naturally imitate the behavior of the snow fox King. 

Therefore, the current snow fox Tribe only looked United on the surface, but in fact, they had long been 

a piece of rotten wood, riddled with holes! 

Of course, he couldn't just take down an entire tribe of snow foxes with a single blow. There were snow 

foxes with a strong sense of justice among the snow foxes. However, in this polluted environment, most 

of the snow foxes were extremely selfish. Therefore, those snow foxes who wanted to do their best for 
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their tribe naturally became the odd ones among the other snow foxes and were ostracized by most of 

the snow foxes. 

Over time, the number of snow foxes who would truly plan for the snow fox Tribe would naturally 

decrease! After all, no one wished to be ostracized by their tribe. Otherwise, such a snow fox would 

definitely not have a place in the tribe! 

In the past 10000 years, there were many who left the snow fox Tribe quietly because they were 

disappointed in the tribe. As for Xue Ying, he was not the only snow fox who had been rejected and 

hunted by the snow fox King. Of course, he would not be the last. 

However, Xue Ying's luck was probably the best out of all the snow foxes because he was lucky enough 

to meet Leng ruoxue. Now, Leng ruoxue was not afraid of the snow fox Tribe and was willing to stand up 

for him. Hence, the gratitude Xue Ying felt towards Leng ruoxue could not be described with words! 

Furthermore, there was a charm by Leng ruoxue's side. This purple-eyed snow fox had long been 

regarded by Xue Ying as the snow fox tribe's future hope. Hence, he naturally valued Leng ruoxue even 

more! One had to know that Leng ruoxue was the master of the Mei! The Mei was also very obedient to 

Leng ruoxue, so it knew very well that as long as Leng ruoxue spoke up for the snow fox Tribe in front of 

the Mei, it would be more effective than any other snow Fox's words! 

Furthermore, Xue Ying had a deep understanding of Leng ruoxue's abilities. Hence, even if it was not 

because of the charm, he sincerely felt that if he could befriend Leng ruoxue, it would definitely be more 

beneficial than harmful to the snow fox Tribe! 

At the moment, the premise of all this was that the King of the Snow fox Tribe had to be replaced by a 

Fox! Otherwise, forget about befriending Leng ruoxue, humans and beasts like them would be hunted 

down by the snow fox Tribe. If that was the case, the day of the snow fox tribe's extinction would not be 

far away! 

And now, Xue Ying was bent on pushing Mei to the position of the snow fox King. 

Fortunately, Leng ruoxue also felt that Xue Ying's idea was not bad. As such, Xue Ying naturally did not 

have to take many detours on the path of convincing Mei. It also did not take much effort, which made 

Xue Ying feel rather fortunate. 

As such, in Xue Ying's opinion, the most important thing now was to verify the crimes of the snow fox 

King. All of this required the two ancestors to come forward. However, seeing that Xue ran and Xue Qiao 

did not speak for a long time, Xue Ying could not help but feel a little anxious. 

"Old ancestor, I think Xue 'er's idea is not bad. Let her try it!" Snow Shadow advised. When he said this, 

a certain elder, who was pretending to be unconscious, was so angry that he almost vomited blood. 

F * ck! So what if I killed your entire family? Why do you want to harm me like this? The unconscious 

elder felt indignant. However, he knew that he was pretending to be dead. Therefore, he had no other 

choice but to suppress his anger. He couldn't reveal his true identity just because of someone else's 

words, right? If that was the case, his position as an elder would probably be over! 

However, it was also very difficult for it to hold it in. It was so angry that its limbs were twitching. 

Fortunately, no one was paying attention to it now, so it was lucky to escape. 



However, even if no one else noticed it, it did not mean that Leng ruoxue did not see it. However, Leng 

ruoxue would not take the initiative to expose him for pretending to be dead! 

Because that would be too immoral! 

Leng ruoxue thought of herself as a well-mannered young man who respected the old and loved the 

young. Naturally, she would not do something so ungentlemanly. Meanwhile, all the snow fox Tribe 

elders present were now looking at Xue Ying because Xue Ying had said what they did not dare to say. 

All of a sudden, all the elders were in awe of Snow Shadow! 

The snow Shadow did not get carried away by the worship of the elders, because it felt that it did not 

need it at all. Its pair of sincere eyes were fixed on the snow Ridge and the snow bridge. 

Facing such a sincere pair of eyes, Xue ran and Xue Qiao truly felt that this child was not gloating, but 

was truly doing this for the good of the snow fox Tribe. 

With this thought, the two white foxes quickly exchanged glances. Then, Xue ran spoke,""Little girl, I'll 

have to trouble you then!" 

"No trouble at all! It's just a small matter. " Leng ruoxue said with a smile. With that, she stood up and 

walked towards the unconscious Fox. 

* Sob ... * As Leng ruoxue slowly walked closer, a certain Fox elder who was pretending to be 

unconscious on the ground suddenly felt his heart beating like thunder. If it wasn't for the fact that his 

fur was thicker, his heart rate would have been noticed by the other foxes. 

However, at this time, the elder who was pretending to be unconscious could only bite his lips and hold 

his four limbs, suppressing the urge to get up and run away. He lay stiffly on the ground, feeling that he 

could do nothing. 

This kind of feeling was somewhat like waiting for death! 

Wu ... A certain elder was indignant. He felt that it was a stupid idea to pretend to be unconscious, but 

now, he couldn't get off. He could only continue to pretend. Otherwise, where would he put his face in 

the future? 

After a short moment, a certain elder could already feel Leng ruoxue approaching. This was even after 

Leng ruoxue had intentionally slowed down her pace! Otherwise, it would not have taken so long to 

cover such a short distance. 

As she walked closer, Leng ruoxue squatted down. First, she sized up the white fox in front of her. Then, 

a dagger that was emitting a frighteningly cold air and so bright that it could almost shine on a person 

appeared in her hand. 

The cold light emitted by the sharp dagger almost blinded the eyes of the snow fox elders. 

All the snow fox elders turned pale with fright. 

W-what was he doing? 



The hearts of the snow fox elders began to race uncontrollably. Many of the more timid snow fox elders 

were already breaking out in cold sweat, and most of their long fur was wet. 

Just as the snow foxes were feeling apprehensive and confused, they saw Leng ruoxue gesturing at the 

unconscious elder's body, as if she was trying to find a good spot to cut. 

At this moment, they seemed to have felt the coldness of the dagger and shuddered. 

"Pfft!" With a loud sound, the dagger in Leng ruoxue's hand cut the side of the fainted Fox's heart. When 

the snow fox elders saw this, it was as if they felt the same way. They felt the pain and covered their 

faces. 

He was really too ruthless! 

It was no wonder that the people of the God World called Leng ruoxue the demoness. Today, they had 

finally witnessed Leng ruoxue's ruthlessness! 

Chapter 2348 The Authenticity Of The Medicinal Effects (3) 

However, they were obviously wrong! To Leng ruoxue, this was nothing! She had been merciful! 

Of course, none of the Foxes knew what Leng ruoxue was thinking. Otherwise, these foxes would have 

fainted from shock. 

No! No, it should be that even if they were afraid, they didn't dare to faint. Otherwise, they would 

definitely be treated the same way as the elder who had fainted. 

At this time, the elder who pretended to faint also received his retribution. Because of the sudden pain, 

he really fainted! 

At first, it had wanted to pretend to be dead and endure the pain. It thought that the pain would pass 

after a while. After all, as a Fox with some success in cultivation, this bit of pain was still bearable. But 

unexpectedly, the pain that it thought was bearable suddenly intensified. The pain came so suddenly 

and so violently that it almost didn't have time to react before it really fainted. 

However, other than Leng ruoxue, no one else knew that a certain unlucky Fox elder had really fainted 

from the pain. Hence, when the snow fox elders saw that the Fox elder did not give himself away from 

the pain even after he was stabbed, they were not sure if the fellow on the ground before them had 

really fainted or if he was faking it. 

Some of the Foxes even doubted their own judgment. Was this guy not pretending? 

Many of the snow fox elders 'faces were filled with question marks. 

At this moment, seeing how Leng ruoxue was publicly mistreating her own junior, Xue ran was stunned 

for a moment before she regained her senses. Then, she said in a silly manner,""Little girl, you, what 

were you doing just now?" 

In fact, what it wanted to ask was, why did you do that just now? 

Although it was a little angry at the elder in front of it for being so disappointing, he was still its junior 

after all. Therefore, it still felt a little heartache when it saw that fellow being stabbed in front of it! 
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However, even though it felt heartache, it would not offend Leng ruoxue publicly because of this Fox. 

Hence, it asked in a reserved manner with a trace of curiosity on its face. 

"I'm helping it! Let It Bleed! I'm guessing that the reason it fainted before was because there was too 

much blood, and its heart couldn't handle it. Don't worry! It'll wake up in a while. " Leng ruoxue 

promised with a smile on her face. At this moment, the expression on her beautiful face was as sincere 

as it could be. 

Even Xue ran nodded her head without a doubt after hearing Leng ruoxue's words, indicating that she 

believed Leng ruoxue. 

But even if Xue ran believed it, it didn't mean that all the elders present would believe it! Some of the 

elders, who had been suspecting that the unlucky Fox was pretending to faint, couldn't help but sneer 

when they heard this. 

At the same time, they also had a deeper understanding of Leng ruoxue's shamelessness. 

He even let out blood? 

These words could only fool a three-year-old child! 

However, what made some of the elders depressed was that old Grand Madame actually believed Leng 

ruoxue's words so innocently. This fact made these elders cry out in their hearts,'old Grand Madame, 

can you not act so innocent!' 

However, Xue ran did not know how to read minds, so she naturally had no way of knowing what they 

were thinking. Furthermore, Xue ran, who had no doubt in Leng ruoxue's words, really started to wait 

patiently. 

Leng ruoxue, who was watching from the side, suddenly felt guilty when she saw how much Xue ran 

trusted her and how sincere she was. 

Should she be fooling an innocent fox like this? 

Furthermore, Qing Jue had also told her that xuemo had truly believed her words. As such, Leng 

ruoxue's guilt deepened. 

After some thought, Leng ruoxue quietly sprinkled some colorless and odorless powder on the wound of 

the elder she had stabbed. 

AI! It was better to wake this old fox up! 

Although she didn't want to be so kind, and the torture she gave this old fox was lighter than she had 

imagined, she couldn't continue to torture this old fox in front of Xue ran when she saw the look of 

anticipation on her face. 

Under Leng ruoxue's rare kindness towards her enemies, the white fox that had fainted from the pain 

finally woke up. 



The moment it woke up, its mind was still in a state of confusion. However, in the blink of an eye, it 

immediately sobered up. The reason why it sobered up so quickly was because it saw Leng ruoxue, who 

was crouching beside it with a faint smile, from the corner of its eye. 

In the next second, the big white fox, who was frightened by Leng ruoxue, jumped up as if it was asking 

for help. It hid behind Xue ran and cried,""Forefather, save me! This ... This human wants to kill me!" 

"Didn't you pass out long ago? You actually know that I'm going to kill you?" Leng ruoxue asked with a 

smile. 

The moment she said this, the unlucky elder who had complained immediately received many looks of 

distrust. 

"I, I'm covered in blood, and you're the only one by my side. If it wasn't you, who else could it be?" A 

certain snow fox elder's reaction was not slow. His mind turned quickly as he quickly explained. 

It was a pity that even though it said so, the looks of distrust in their eyes did not decrease but increased 

instead. However, at this moment, Leng ruoxue clearly did not want to discuss a certain Fox's low moral 

character with the other foxes. Instead, she changed the topic and said to Xue ran,""Senior xue yuan, 

your junior has already woken up, I think it's time to give it some medicine." 

Upon hearing the words 'take medicine', the unlucky snow fox elder suddenly reacted. Damn it! How 

could it have forgotten about the medicine? however, before it could think of a solution, it saw Xue ran 

nod. Then, it was grabbed by a giant claw. Then, it felt its mouth being opened and a small pill was put 

into its mouth. The pill melted in its mouth and slid down its throat along its saliva. 

Immediately after, Xue ran let go of the elder it was holding. 

"Cough cough!" As soon as he regained his freedom, the elder who had been forced to feed the pill 

coughed several times in an attempt to spit it out. Seeing that it was ineffective, he reached his claws 

into his throat and tried to dig out the pill. 

Seeing this, Xue ran was even more disappointed! 

If it wasn't guilty, would it be so nervous? 

Xue ran's face was filled with distrust. When the snow fox elders saw this, they could not help but lower 

their presence to avoid being caught by their ancestor! 

"Don't waste your energy. The medicine will melt in your mouth. " At this moment, Leng ruoxue could 

not help but give a kind reminder when she saw that a certain elder was still trying hard to remove the 

pill from his mouth. 

Hearing this, the elder's face turned ashen. 

Wuu ... It wanted to die, alright? 

However, no matter how sorrowful its thoughts were, Leng ruoxue did not have the time to appreciate 

it. She gave the unlucky elder a 'you take care' look before turning around and returning to her seat. 



The moment Leng ruoxue sat down, she received a message from Jiang Ning,""Xue 'er, that medicine of 

yours, can it really make people tell the truth?" 

"What, you don't believe me? Do you want to try?" Leng ruoxue raised her eyebrows and asked with a 

smirk. 

"Don 't! I don't want to try! I believe you! I'll believe you if anyone doesn't believe you. I'll fight with 

whoever dares to doubt you!" Hearing this, Jiang Ning was so scared that he quickly promised. 

"Then let's wait for a good show!" Leng ruoxue smiled as she reminded him. 

"Uh! I just don't know when the medicine will take effect. " Jiang Ning asked curiously. Judging from the 

poor elder's current appearance, he should be fine. 

"In ten minutes." Leng ruoxue laughed. 

"That long?" Jiang Ning was speechless. 

"It's better to take a longer time. Let it think that the medicine didn't work. This way, it can lower its 

guard and let it get carried away. When the time comes, more secrets will be revealed." Leng ruoxue 

replied matter-of-factly. 

"Uh! You're really too evil. " Because of Leng ruoxue's words, Jiangning broke out in a cold sweat. This 

was definitely a battle of the heart! 

At this moment, he felt even more strongly that he would rather offend the Divine Master than provoke 

this little girl. Otherwise, the consequences would be unimaginable. 

This was because Jiang Ning believed that God Lord Rivermist didn't have the brains to think of so many 

ways to trick someone. 

AI! Jiang Ning was glad that he was wise enough not to become Leng ruoxue's enemy. Otherwise, with 

his intelligence, he would not be able to outsmart this little girl. This girl would never play her cards 

according to the rules. Unless one could read her mind, it would not be easy to read her mind. 

Right now, Jiang Ning was extremely sympathetic towards the snow fox Tribe. Hopefully, these beautiful 

foxes knew their place and would not go against Leng ruoxue too badly! If that was the case, this little 

girl would probably show mercy on account of his Beastie and Xue Ying! 

He was clear that Xue Ying hoped that the purple-eyed snow fox by Leng ruoxue's side could become the 

King of the Snow fox Tribe. Leng ruoxue did not object to this suggestion. Hence, in his eyes, the snow 

fox Tribe would be Leng ruoxue's sooner or later. Hence, he, who did not need to make a move, was 

happy to watch the show. 

As time passed by, Xue ran, Xue Qiao, the snow fox elders, and even the snow fox King that was sealed 

in ice, all turned their attention to the unlucky Fox. They were so focused because they wanted to see if 

the pill that Leng ruoxue had mentioned was effective. However, after a few minutes, the white fox that 

had eaten the pill did not say a single word, even though its face was pale. 

Could it be that the medicinal effect was a lie? 



All the snow fox elders and the snow fox King thought in their hearts at the same time, and they all 

heaved a sigh of relief. This was because they truly did not wish for this pill to be as Leng ruoxue had 

described, to be able to make people speak the truth. If such a pill really existed in the world, how 

terrifying would that be? 

At the thought of this, they shuddered in unison. They didn't wish for such a reality to come true. 

Otherwise, this medicinal pill would definitely be the greatest nightmare of their lives! 

However, xue yuan and Xue Qiao's feelings were rather complicated. Their feelings were in a state of 

entanglement, where they both hoped that the medicine would work, but were also afraid that the 

medicine would take effect. 

Chapter 2349 Secret (1) 

In contrast to the snow fox tribe's thought-provoking mood, although uncle long and the demon did not 

ask Leng ruoxue about the effects of the medicine like how they did in Jiang Ning, the two of them 

deeply felt that some of the Foxes had let their guard down too early due to their trust in Leng ruoxue. 

All of a sudden, the white fox, who had taken the truth-telling elixir, saw that it had not said anything 

and immediately felt relieved. Then, it laughed wildly and said loudly,""Hahaha! I knew your medicine 

was fake! You human liar, you actually dared to come to the Fox clan to bully our old ancestor, you're 

really tired of living!" 

After saying this, the unlucky elder turned his eyes to Xue Qiao and Xue ran, and continued to 

roar,""Ancestor, let me help you destroy this detestable human!" 

A certain snow fox elder felt that the elixir that had scared him so much had no effect. As such, he could 

finally hold his head high. He had originally wanted to take advantage of the situation, but he suddenly 

became strong. Furthermore, without waiting for Xue ran and Xue Qiao's reply, he could not wait any 

longer and rushed towards Leng ruoxue. 

By the time Xue ran and Xue Qiao reacted and wanted to stop her, a certain impulsive Elder Snow fox 

had already arrived in front of Leng ruoxue. However, Leng ruoxue remained unmoved and calm. The 

other elders had also turned their gazes to this Elder Snow fox and Leng ruoxue, ready to watch the 

show. 

At this moment, they heard Leng ruoxue counting softly,""Five, four, three, two, one!" 

She had just finished counting when a certain snow fox elder, who was furiously running towards her, 

suddenly stood in front of her in a daze. There was even a confused look in his eyes. 

Seeing this, Xue ran and Xue Qiao swallowed the words they were about to say to stop him. All the snow 

fox elders present were also dumbfounded. 

What ... What was going on? 

The snow fox elders were all trembling with fear. 

Why did the situation in front of them make them feel so uneasy? Every snow fox elder's heart was 

beating wildly, as if there was a little rabbit in it. 
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Immediately, the snow foxes heard Leng ruoxue ask softly,""Why was Snow Shadow hunted by the snow 

fox King back then? Who did the missions?" 

After hearing such a question, many elders broke out in cold sweat. However, they all endured it and did 

not dare to show the slightest trace of guilt. 

But at the same time, the eyes of all the snow foxes could not help but turn to a certain unlucky elder, 

especially the snow fox King, whose heart was beating so fast that it almost exceeded the load of its 

heart. 

Although the snow fox King was sealed in ice and no one could hear what it was saying, it could clearly 

hear and see everything that was happening outside. Hence, when it heard Leng ruoxue's question, it 

panicked and pounded the ice that sealed it with all its might, trying its best to express its 

dissatisfaction. 

Unfortunately, at this moment, no one could care about it. Therefore, it was destined to only listen and 

watch everything silently. 

After Leng ruoxue voiced out her question, the big white fox was stunned for a moment, as if it was 

reminiscing. Then, it started to explain,""That idiot, Xue Ying, was hunted down by the king because he 

was too much of a threat to the king. He was also very insensible, and he actually dared to snatch The 

King's Woman. If the king doesn't kill it, who will he kill?" 

When it said this, it gritted its teeth as if it was not the snow fox king who had a grudge against Xue Ying, 

but it. 

When Leng ruoxue heard this, she was very surprised. Why did these words differ from what Xue Ying 

had said? 

Before coming here, Xue Ying had told her that he had been hunted down by the snow fox King because 

he had heard the secret of the snow fox King and knew that the snow fox King was looking for an 

opportunity to kill the great elder and the other foxes. However, before he could inform the great elder 

and the other foxes, he was hunted down first. 

But now, everything she heard from this snow fox elder was clearly not quite the same as what she 

knew. It even seemed to involve emotional issues. 

At the thought of this, Leng ruoxue's beautiful eyes could not help but turn to Xue Ying, whose face was 

pitch black. Following that, she heard Xue Ying roar,""F * ck! When did I fight with the snow fox King for 

a woman? You better explain yourself clearly. " 

Xue Ying was very angry, and the consequences were very serious. 

"You, don't you know that the king likes Xue Mei of the tribe? But the one Xue Mei likes is you. 

However, it's not that I want to criticize you, but you're really bold. You clearly know that King likes Xue 

Mei, but you still dare to snatch her from King. If I don't kill you, who else should I kill?" The elder 

continued to speak honestly. In his heart, Xue Ying deserved to die. The snow fox King did not kill him 

wrongly. 



"You bastard! What does it have to do with me that old thing likes Xue Mei? I didn't say I liked Xue Mei!" 

These words made the snow Shadow even angrier. It did not expect that its undeserved disaster was 

actually due to that woman's contribution. However, it believed that that was not the main reason. The 

main reason was that it had accidentally overheard the snow fox King's words. 

Those were the main culprits behind his pursuit. As for the reason for Xue Mei's death, it was probably 

just a coincidence. 

"You don't like Xuemei, but Xuemei likes you! Therefore, you are the king's enemy. Moreover, you even 

overheard the king saying that he was going to find an opportunity to attack the Grand Elder and the 

others. It's even more impossible for the king to let you off!" An elder continued to expose. 

These words caused Xue Ying to sneer sarcastically. As expected of the snow fox King! So domineering! 

When the snow fox tribe's first elder heard this, his face turned ashen with anger. 

It didn't know that it was part of the reason why snow fox King had sent people to kill Snow Shadow. 

This was too shocking! Moreover, it could not understand why the snow fox King would attack it. Was it 

because it was the people of the two ancestors? However, it had never disrespected the snow fox King 

because of its ancestor's trust! On the contrary, it had always respected the snow fox King. 

Especially in front of its tribesmen, it had given the snow fox King enough face. Now that it heard these 

words, it felt very upset. 

It seemed that it had been too wishful in the past. It thought that it and the snow fox King respected 

each other for the sake of the race. The snow fox King should understand. But now it knew that it was 

wrong. Some people, no matter how hard it tried to lead them, it was useless because that person was 

an ungrateful Wolf. 

To an ungrateful Wolf, the more you control it, the more it will climb up to your nose! Now, the snow 

fox great elder deeply understood the meaning of this sentence. He also regretted that he had been too 

lenient with the snow fox King in the past. 

"You said that the king is looking for an opportunity to attack me. Why?" Although the snow fox great 

elder had already guessed the reason, it still wanted to ask. After confirming it, it would completely give 

up. 

"You don't even know this? You're really stupid! Isn't it because you're the great elder promoted by the 

ancestor, and you're specifically against the king! If the king doesn't get rid of you, he won't be able to 

sleep well!" A certain elder said as if it was a matter of course. 

Chapter 2350 Secret (2) 

"I'm specifically against the king?" The great elder muttered to himself. He really didn't expect this! It 

had always done its best for the snow fox Tribe, but in the king's eyes, it was actually going against it! 

This made its heart instantly turn cold. 

Leng ruoxue glanced at first elder Snow fox who had a glass heart. She felt that the matter was already 

clear and there was no need to hear it from the same snow Fox's mouth. Hence, she took the initiative 

to ask another question,""Who were the ones who chased after Xue Ying back then?" 
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"There's me, elder Zhao, elder Hua, and elder lie. The four of us. However, the hateful thing is that even 

with the four of us working together, we still let that cunning little brat escape, causing the king to not 

dare to make a move on the great elder! AI! It's all our fault for not being able to complete the King's 

mission!" After a certain elder consumed the pill that could make humans and beasts speak the truth, he 

simply told them everything he knew, and even their feelings at that time were completely unconcealed. 

At this moment, the elder's face was filled with regret. 

However, the expressions of the other three snow fox elders who were called out by it instantly turned 

ugly. 

F * ck! Why did this old man confess everything?! 

The three foxes were furious. Their furry faces turned green, purple, and finally black. 

At this time, the snow fox elders who heard this all turned their gazes to them, causing them to be 

restless. In particular, the cold gazes of the two old ancestors made them even more frightened. 

However, none of the three foxes dared to show their fear or guilt on their faces. Otherwise, they were 

afraid that they would die even faster. 

"Nonsense, how could we do such a thing! How could the king order us to do such a thing!" One of the 

Foxes retorted loudly. The expression on its face was as if it had been wronged. The snow fox King, who 

was in the ice, nodded its huge head in agreement. 

However, Leng ruoxue didn't take the Fox's words to heart. She didn't even look at the Fox who had 

spoken. She only continued to ask the honest elder,""Besides these, tell me all the other secrets about 

the snow fox King." 

"Yes!" The elder who was under the control of the drug nodded. Then, he began to talk about the great 

achievements of the snow fox King. 

The old fox was very honest. It told him everything it knew, including how the snow fox King dealt with 

the disobedient tribesmen, how he secretly ostracized the great elder, and how the four snow fox elders 

had helped the snow fox King as his confidants and fighters. 

Every time it said something, Xue ran's and Xue Qiao's faces darkened. The snow fox elders present all 

had different reactions. 

Some of the snow fox elders were extremely furious, while others appeared to be guilty. As for the three 

elders who had just been called out, their faces were ashen. 

They did not dare to imagine how they would be able to gain a foothold in the snow fox Tribe in the 

future after their secrets were exposed by a certain idiot who had been tricked. It would not be too 

much to let them die a few thousand times for these things. 

At the thought of this, the three snow foxes turned their gazes at the same time to the snow fox King, 

who was beating the ice block with all its might. They seemed to have lost the upper hand. 

I wonder if it's still useful for them to defend themselves now? 



The three snow foxes 'hearts were in turmoil, and their thoughts were in a mess. Their brains were 

buzzing as if there were thousands of flies in them. Leng ruoxue did not say anything, and the elders 

were all enraged. 

An unlucky elder saw that no one continued to ask questions and no one retorted him after he revealed 

a piece of material. He simply thought that he had not said enough and was not good enough. After 

some consideration, he continued,""The king likes beautiful women the most, especially those with 

good figures, beautiful faces, and snow-white long hair. President Wang told us that we can't find 

women who are too obedient, or we won't have a sense of accomplishment. That's why it has been 

chasing after Xue Mei, who rejected it. " 

"Once, the king even brought us to peek at Xuemei bathing. Xuemei's figure was really good, no wonder 

the king took a fancy to it. However, that Xue Mei was really too ignorant. Did she really think that she 

was so great just because she was the number one beauty of the snow fox Tribe? Hmph! If it wasn't for 

the king holding it and liking it, who in the clan would care about it!" At this point, a certain unlucky 

elder suddenly became indignant. 

Leng ruoxue's forehead was filled with countless black lines as she listened to all this. She swore that she 

had never wanted this big fox to say this. However, this snow fox King's Fox character was really low! He 

could even do such a thing? 

She could not understand how a Fox with such low Fox qualities could become the King of the Snow fox 

race. 

In Leng ruoxue's eyes, Beastie was innocent, cute, and loyal. But after hearing everything today, it had 

clearly broken her understanding of it. 

It turned out that the so-called beast race was similar to the human world. There were fights and 

schemes. However, compared to humans, no matter how much internal strife the beast race had, when 

they encountered an external enemy, they would still fight for the safety of their race. Perhaps this was 

the biggest difference between them and the humans who liked to sweep the snow before their own 

door! 

If it was a human, it would be good enough if he didn't drag his opponent down, but would he even 

help? That was simply a fantasy! 

At the thought of this, Leng ruoxue shot a glance at Elder Snow fox, who was completely dumbfounded 

after hearing the big Fox's words, as well as Xue ran and Xue Qiao, who had a mix of green and black on 

their faces. She chided softly,""I didn't ask you to say these things, say something useful!" 

"Are these not useful enough?" The elder's fluffy face showed a trace of grievance. Then, he thought for 

a moment and asked,""The king has also led us to see the female beasts of other races bathing. Will this 

work? The king also snatched many female beasts from other races, and after he got them, he rewarded 

them to us ..." 

"Enough! Don't say anymore!" The more Xue ran listened, the gloomier her face became. Finally, she 

couldn't take it anymore and finally roared. 

F * ck! It really wanted to curse. 



Xue ran, who thought that she had a good upbringing, felt the urge to kill the snow fox King after 

hearing this! 

This ... This was simply the scum of the Fox race! 

Why didn't it realize earlier that the snow fox King was so despicable and shameless? If it had known 

that the snow fox King was like this, it and the snow bridge would have rather taken the risk of the snow 

fox tribe's power being greatly reduced than to leave such a scourge in the world. 

Unfortunately, there was no medicine for regret in this world. It was useless to think about these things 

now! However, at this moment, it had also made up its mind. The Fox race could not continue like this. 

The Fox King had to be replaced by a Fox! 

With such a thought in mind, Xue ran's gaze swept across the faces of the snow fox elders. Immediately, 

the snow fox elders who were looked at by her felt as if they were sitting on pins and needles. 

Seeing this, Xue ran shook her head, the disappointment on her face deepening. Finally, she fixed her 

gaze on Xue Ying. 

 


